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Your Healthy Home
Starts Here This Winter!
Make You’ve Got MAIDS of Quakertown and Lehigh Valley
your partner in staying healthy this season.
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The new year is in full swing and with
it all the trappings of winter, from chilly
temps and the occasional snowfall to the
         
too common in the colder months. This
year, those health concerns are on our
minds more than ever, as we continue to
deal with the effects of the pandemic.
How can we make the most of the beauty
of winter while minimizing the risk to
ourselves, our families, and those we care
about? The answer starts with keeping
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Lehigh Valley specializes in.
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Lehigh Valley is a family-owned, familyrun business with strong roots in the
local community. Because we live and
work here, we not only understand what
our families and businesses need to feel
comfortable and safe—we care about
delivering it with quality service you
can trust.
We have a decade-long history of providing
thorough, customized, and professional
cleans for residential homes as well as
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cleanliness and safety a priority by using
nontoxic sanitizing cleaning supplies and
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the equipment they need to ensure your
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remove nearly all dirt, dust, contaminants,
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and eliminate almost all dirt, bacteria,
and germs.
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have peace of mind and be sure that you
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insured and bonded and receives the
same professional training for consistent
delivery of top-quality work.
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Lehigh Valley responded immediately and
decisively, expanding our already high
level of service and safety to make sure
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like staggering shifts, setting up a protocol
for cleaning cars between customers,
disinfecting uniforms on a nightly basis,
and keeping up to date with all of the local
and state mandates for safety, we have
also added new equipment to help us in
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Our new electrostatic sprayer is a game
changer in the world of residential and
industrial cleaning. This technology
sprays a hospital-grade disinfectant that is
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which means it can completely cleanse
and disinfect a large area very quickly.
We use the electrostatic sprayer in our
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have a safe environment, and we bring
it to commercial cleans where there are
large areas that have high-touch surfaces.
We also use the electrostatic sprayer in
homes that want a very deep clean, which
is especially helpful when someone in the
family has been sick.

One of the best ways we can help you
keep your family, employees, and
customers healthy is by offering you highquality customizable cleans. Whatever
your needs are—from cleaning rugs to
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will work with you to accommodate your
requirements and your budget.
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and Lehigh Valley. With the gift of free
time, peace of mind, and less work, the
day is sure to be a memorable one!
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Valley is here to support you and your
loved ones in staying happy and healthy
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know how we can help you enjoy this
winter with health and happiness!

